Aureus Nummus Gold (ANG) – one of the largest cryptocurrencies in the world*
(*in terms of market cap)

Managed and administrated by Aureus Nummus Management Corporation (the “Company”), a Canadian enterprise.

www.an.gold - jtf@an.gold
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Elevator Pitch (Option 2 of 3)

What’s the
service/product?
Adapt it to your needs and
capture your audience's
attention.

In the absence of the gold
standard, there is no way to
protect savings from
confiscation through
inflation.
What’s
your big
vision?
There is no safe store
of
value.

Adapt it to your needs and
capture your audience's
attention.

- Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the

What’s the core Problem
you are solving?

US Federal Reserve, 1987 - 2006.

Adapt it to your needs and capture
your audience's attention.

Our Registrations

Aureus Nummus Management Corp
is duly registered with FINTRAC as
money service business.

Aureus Nummus Management Corp
is duly registered with FINCEN as
money service business.

FINTRAC –
www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca

FINCEN - www.fincen.gov

Registration Number: M20237340

The gold supplier of Aureus
Nummus Management Corp,
Aureus Nummus Latin S.A.S. is
registered as gold exporter with
DIAN and all other relevant
authorities.

The gold supplier of Aureus
Nummus Management Corp,
Aureus Nummus Latin S.A.S.
is duly registered with ANM
as gold, precious metal and
commodity exporter.

DIAN - www.dian.gov.co

ANM - www.anm.gov.co

Registration Number:
901303584-9

Registration Number:
RUCOM-2019091015377

Registration Number: ANMC0359
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What is the Aureus Nummus Gold?
Symbol = ANG
The Aureus Nummus Gold is a gold backed cryptocurrency
whose objective is to be a stable financial safe haven and
payment tool for the entire world.
The Aureus Nummus Gold is listed for trading on the following exchanges:
www.probit.com

www.uniswap.org

www.ledgerdex.com

And of course the Aureus Nummus Gold can be bought and sold on our website:
www.an.gold
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Important Features for Users
Ø The proceeds from the sale of the Aureus Nummus Gold public
coins (“ANG”) will be invested into gold.
(Excluding any transaction fees, exchange costs or applicable taxes)

Ø This gold is not owned by the Company, but by the holders of
ANGs, and they can exchange their ANGs back into their gold,
which they own.
(Owners of ANGs, who have received their ANGs through a bounty distribution, are not entitled to an
exchange into gold. The Company or its representatives will continuously buy up those bounty coins on
the exchanges, in order to remove them from the system.)

Ø The minimum purchase price for the ANGs is pegged to the
gold price of the London Metal Exchange.
100,000 ANGs = 1 ounce of fine gold = approx. 1,800.00 USD*
*The value in USD will vary with the price of gold.

Ø The price of the ANG on the different exchanges may differ
from the price of gold depending on supply and demand by
traders. The exchange of the ANGs back into gold or other
commodities however will always be based on the price of
gold.
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More Important Features for Users
The Aureus Nummus Gold (“ANG”) is:
Ø Decentralized.
Ø Independent.
Ø Freely exchangeable.
Ø It has a fixed supply, that cannot be changed
anymore.
Ø Completely free of inflation.
Ø Global.
Ø Increased Stability due to the gold backing.
For an explanation of the stability please see next page.
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Aureus Nummus Gold - How Stable is it?
Ø The Aureus Nummus Gold achieves its stability by the backing of
gold. It is therefore an “asset backed” currency.
Ø Other crypto currencies achieve their stability by algorithmic software
codes. We at Aureus Nummus Gold did not choose the algorithmic
route because we believe that the only proven safe store of value in
the entire human history has been gold. So, if someone purchases the
ANG, the buyer should know that the purchase is backed by the
same equivalent amount of gold, which the buyer owns and can
obtain upon request.
Ø The Aureus Nummus Gold therefore classifies as “asset backed stable
coin”.
Ø The price of the Aureus Nummus Gold may vary on the exchanges.
However, its underlying gold baking does not, and buyers of the ANG
may exchange back into gold anytime.
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Aureus Nummus Gold – Potential Advantages
ü

Free of inflation.

ü

Backed by gold.

ü

Increased value based stability due to gold backing.

ü

Fixed supply that never can be changed again.

ü

No intermediaries.

ü

No bank account required.

ü

No trust required.

ü

Instantaneous transactions.

ü

No single authority can change or influence the Aureus Nummus Gold protocol.

ü

Fraud proof, tamper proof.

ü

Completely de-centralized smart contract.

ü

Completely autonomous based on its program without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud, and thirdparty interference.

ü

Anonymous.

ü

Freely exchangeable into most fiat currencies, cryptocurrencies and precious metals.
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The Need For Change - Advantages of Business Transactions
based on the Aureus Nummus Gold
KYC limited to the legal minimum

Compliance and KYC have become an administrative and organisational nightmare. Many financial
institutions have become very selective regarding their clients and perform checks, which extend far over
and above any legal requirements. This includes the epidemic refusal of opening bank accounts and the
closure of existing bank accounts even for established companies. The crypto currencies have emerged
for a reason. And we at Aureus Nummus Gold intend to fill any gaps left by the financial system. We at
Aureus Nummus Gold will fulfill all legal requirements but we will never refuse clients because of
arbitrary personal policies.

Trust
One of the major challenges that has impeded advancement of the global marketplaces is how to manage deal
contracts between two people who do not know each other. The Aureus Nummus Gold resolves that problem by
encrypting its smart contract and deal transaction information on a shared ledger. Therefore there is no way one
party can say that they did not see it. Furthermore, the smart contract, which executes the business transaction, is
executed through distributed nodes with not one single point of failure, therefore, making them completely tamper
proof and completely immune against information loss.

Autonomy
The Aureus Nummus Gold is completely autonomous. Its underlying smart contract has no need to rely on
brokers, lawyers as well as other intermediaries in order to enter into a sale agreement. Furthermore, execution is
managed in the network through a decentralized system and the incidences of error are virtually zero.

Security

The security of the Aureus Nummus Gold is based on the blockchain technology and thus 100% safe and secure,
as everything is stored in a distributed network. Therefore, there is not one single point of failure. Cryptography
ensures that the documents are completely safe and incidences are virtually zero, as the distributed ledger
technology does not grant access to hackers. In order to succeed, hackers would have to hack many 1000
computers simultaneously at the same time in different geographical locations - a task that is not possible to
accomplish.

Speed

Smart contracts based on the Aureus Nummus Gold are faster to implement than traditional contracts. The
paperwork required in order to enter into a sale agreement in a traditional marketplace is not used in the
blockchain based Aureus Nummus Gold marketplace. Through the use of software, the Aureus Nummus Gold
smart contracts rely on secure software code in order to automate tasks and speedily execute business
transactions in fully automated mode. The transaction is instantaneous, fully automated, fraud proof, tamper proof,
loss proof and completely secure.

Fake Goods

The underlying smart contract, on which the Aureus Nummus Gold is based, eliminates the sale of fake goods.
Through the underlying decentralized cryptographic code, it is possible to track and verify products easily, which
on a traditional centralized business platform is not possible. Furthermore, the execution of the smart contract is
based on the agreement of parties. It is not possible to collude with various parties around the world to tamper
with the Aureus Nummus Gold based contracts.

No Chargeback Fraud

One of the main challenges for sellers in the traditional marketplaces is that a buyer can buy a product, pay via
services such as PayPal and then call the company to reverse the payment afterward. There are many
businesses that have been affected negatively by this method. The buyer can make claims that the product was
never delivered or was delivered in the form of quality that they did not want. However, with Aureus Nummus Gold
based smart contracts, it is very difficult or next to impossible to alter the transactions after they have been agreed
upon. Both buyer and seller will have an option of agreeing on the terms of the intended sale or transaction, but
after execution the deal it cannot be reversed. This simple intrinsic feature of Aureus Nummus Gold based
contracts results in a much higher degree of confidence into transactions.
Finally, it is evident that smart contracts are set to revolutionize the way business is conducted and marketplaces
are managed - the underlying blockchain technology guarantees efficiency, low cost, more variety and more
increased certainty of sale, and total certainty of business contract execution.
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Problems and Challenges in the Financial Markets !
Why the Rise of the Cryptocurrencies?
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Trust Problem
Unbanked

More than 32% of the world
population is unbanked, with
no other means to receive
remuneration and to make
payments than by hand-tohand transfer.

Expensive
& Slow
Today’s traditional payment
system is expensive, slow
and full of breaches of
security and trust.

Restrictive Banks
With ever increasing KYC
requirements, banks impose
ever tighter restrictions on
keeping or getting a bank
account. Since 2008 banks
terminate existing customers
or refuse bank accounts in
exponentially increasing
numbers.

The root problem with conventional
currency is all the trust that’s required
to make it work. The central bank
must be trusted not to debase the
currency, but the history of fiat
currencies is full of breaches of that
trust. Banks must be trusted to hold
our money and transfer it
electronically, but they lend it out in
waves of credit bubbles with barely a
fraction in reserve. We have to trust
banks with our privacy, trust them not
to let identity thieves drain our
accounts, and we have to trust them
that we in fact get our money back
when we need it.
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The Solution - Aureus Nummus Gold
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Transactions
are almost instantaneous,
cheap and easy.

A digital coin backed by
gold with intrinsic value.

The Aureus
Nummus Gold is
backed by directly
allocated physical
gold or gold
equivalent.

Compatible with all major payment
systems:
You may pay for the Aureus Nummus
Gold by cash, wire transfer, credit
card, cryptocurrencies and precious
metals.
Your Aureus Nummus Gold coins
also may be bought back, at a
The ANG provides
discount, by cash, wire transfer,
significantly
credit card, cryptocurrencies and
enhanced stability
precious metals.
due to its gold
backing

The ANG does not require your trust. Its
consensus protocol eliminates completely
the need to trust intermediaries.
The ANG does not need banks to pay bills
or remunerations.

No downtime, no censorship, no
fraud, and no third-party
interference. The ANG's ERC20
based consensus protocol is totally
safe.

The Aureus Nummus Gold does not require
users to have a bank account nor a line of
credit such as a credit card in order to own any
of the Aureus Nummus Gold cryptocurrency.

The Aureus Nummus
Gold is totally free of
inflation due to its forever
fixed unchangeable
supply.
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Key Facts

•
•

Symbol: ANG

•

Exchanges:
Please see the list of exchanges on our web site www.an.gold,
or www.coinmarketcap.com.

•

Token Issuer: Simplexx Ltd. (United Kingdom)
Token Administrator: Aureus Nummus Gold Management Corporation (Canada)
Technical Developer: Quantum Computing Labs Corporation (Canada)

Canadian or UK law, (2) court orders, (3) legal prohibitions, (4) liquidity problems in markets and/or business,
(5) if unlawful activities or market manipulation are suspected as reason for the exchange request.
The ownership of ANGs does not provide: (a) management or voting rights, (b) right to receive interests,
premiums, dividends or any other form of income, (c) rights in any company, securities, dividends, profits and
losses, (d) ownership in the gold holdings.
The ANG is freely tradeable. There are no restrictions regarding transfer, use and ownership (subject to
applicable law).
The price of the ANG may fluctuate on the various currency and crypto exchanges and secondary markets in
general.
Please see the Terms and Conditions for more details.

Smart Contract Address: https://etherscan.io/token/0x130914E1B240a7F4c5D460B7d3a2Fd3846b576fa
Website: www.an.gold
Repository On Github.Com: https://github.com/AureusNummusGold/Gold1

Available Amount:
60 trillion ANGs = 60,000,000,000,000 ANGs
This number represents the total currency supply. It is fixed forever. No new ANGs can be created or
Asset Type & Description:
added.
• The Aureus Nummus Gold (symbol: ANG) is a digital currency supported by physical gold or gold equivalent.
• “Supported by gold" means that for ANGs, that go into public circulation, gold or gold equivalent will be put into Minimum Exchange Rate:
100,000 ANGs = 1 ounce of fine gold (*****)
a trust account, broker account or other account (dependent of the market price).
Based on this exchange rate holders of ANG can exchange their ANGs back into gold or other
• ANGs are in “public circulation”, when they are owned by someone else than the token issuer or the token
administrator. (****) The only ANGs that are permitted into public circulation are ANGs that are backed by gold. commodities.
Private Coins exist to pay for development and other costs, see Terms and Conditions.
• The ANG is completely decentralized and based on the distributed ledger technology and the ERC20 standard. Estimated Number For Public Circulation (*):
0.589 trillion ANGs = 589,000,000,000 ANGs (**)
• The available quantity of ANGs is forever fixed at 60 trillion. No new ANGs can be created or added.
Any ANG (****), that gets into public circulation MUST be backed by gold or gold equivalent.
Independently of the daily ANG market price, 1 ounce of gold bullion or gold equivalent must be
Key Points:
• The holders of ANGs collectively own the gold or gold equivalent, which is held in reserve in a trust account in deposited into the trust account for each 100,000 ANGs, that are sold and brought into public
circulation.
order to back up the value of the ANG.

• Use of proceeds which result from the sale of ANG: The proceeds of the sale of ANGs will be used to put gold
Gold & Gold Equivalents In Reserve: please see the website www.an.gold
or gold equivalent into a trust account, broker account or other account, which is chosen by the administrator.
Transaction fees, account fees, exchange fees, taxes and other may apply and be deducted.
FOOT NOTES:
• Buy-back of ANGs: Holders of ANG may request from Simplexx Ltd an exchange of their ANGs into gold or
(*) Numbers are estimates and may vary.
gold equivalent. After receiving a respective client request, Simplexx Ltd will convert the ANGs into gold or gold (**) As of Jan 2020 this refers to the Private Coins according to the Terms and Conditions. See Chapter 7.16 of the Terms and Conditions for more
equivalent by deducting 0.5% for handling costs. Freight and courier costs and applicable taxes (if any) may be information regarding the Private Coins and Public Coins.
(***) The price is subject to market variations.
deducted as well. Should other costs incur because of special client wishes, the client will be properly informed, (****) This refers to the Public Coins only according to the Terms and Conditions. See Chapter 7.16 of the Terms and Conditions for more information
and the client’s permission obtained. The conversion rate is based on the market price of the ANG.
regarding the Private Coins and Public Coins.
• Simplexx Ltd will always buy back the ANGs except in the following cases: (1) Force Majeure as defined under (*****) The price of ANG may fluctuate on the various currency and crypto exchanges and the secondary market in general.
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Aureus Nummus Gold Your Financial Safe Haven is Our Objective
ü
ü

Backed by Gold
Intrinsic Value

The Aureus Nummus Gold (symbol: “ANG”) is an asset backed digital
coin with intrinsic value, whose minimum price is pegged to the price of gold,
however the ANG has no maximum price.
The gold backing puts a floor into the price development of the Aureus Nummus
Gold, thus providing downside protection and a significant increase in stability. This
key element provides increased value, safety and stability to investors and users.

ü

There is no limit to the price appreciation of the Aureus Nummus Gold, its price can
freely increase according to supply and demand, and price support is provided by
the underlying gold backing.

ü

The gold backing makes the Aureus Nummus Gold more value stable and less
vulnerable to price volatility, while keeping its upward price potential.

ü

The ANG is not created out of nothing like all fiat currencies and most other crypto
currencies. The ANG's revolutionary innovation combines the advantages of a
standard legal tender fiat currency with those of cryptocurrencies, while at the
same time providing real verifiable value through its backing by physical gold or
gold equivalent.

ü

This goal is achieved by basing the Aureus Nummus Gold on directly allocated
physical gold or gold equivalent. This means that holders of ANG collectively own
the gold and can exchange their ANGs back into gold or other commodities
(subject to the Terms and Conditions).

Stability
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Aureus Nummus Gold – Trust and Safety
ü

Trust is no issue with the Aureus Nummus Gold.

ü

Unlike traditional currencies you don’t need a trusted third party like a
bank due to the Aureus Nummus Gold’ transparent intrinsic value and
decentralized organization. You may pay bills and remunerations
directly without the involvement of a bank.

ü

There is no single authority, who would be able to change or influence
the value or the setup of the Aureus Nummus Gold, as it is completely
de-centralized, and functions based on community consensus of the
Ethereum community.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold runs completely autonomous based on its
program without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud, and
third-party interference.

ü

No intermediary and no middlemen required to carry out global
payments.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold hence may function as a payment and
savings system for everyone.

Trust and
Safety are no
longer an
issue.
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Aureus Nummus Gold – Your Rock of Stability
ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold has a fixed and limited supply that can never be changed again. A
maximum number of 60 trillion coins is available for sale and stored in the safe wallet. No more Aureus
Nummus Gold coins will be made available.

ü

The maximum quantity of ANGs available for purchase, expressed in US-Dollars, is approximately 900
billion US-Dollars, depending on the current market price. This amount has been chosen based on the
ANG's vision as an international payment and savings instrument, which shall accommodate large
numbers of business transactions.

ü

The available coins are held in a safe hard wallet and can only circulate among the public if they
have been paid up in full and if the respective amount of gold has been put in trust in order to back
the sold ANG coins with intrinsic value.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold as a result may serve as an international payment and savings instrument.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold is NOT mineable.

Fixed Supply

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold is designed to reach its objective as Value Stable Currency because of its
gold backing.

Not Mineable

ü

The supply of the Aureus Nummus Gold in circulation is limited and forever fixed at 60 trillion coins.

ü

Non-mineable cryptocurrencies can be highly valuable due to their limited potential to increase in
size. This happens because of the constant supply, which increases only by payment of consideration
which is the price of gold. ANGs have a forever fixed supply and are non-mineable. ANGs are NOT
created out of nothing like conventional currencies, ANGs are NOT fiat money. If we were to
compare Bitcoin with ANG, for example, ANG's overall price may increase because the supply is
limited. The price of Bitcoin however stagnates or devalues because new Bitcoin constantly are
being introduced into the market without consideration. The ANG on the other hand not only is
backed by gold but has permanently fixed supply, whose number of coins cannot be changed
anymore

No Inflation
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Aureus Nummus Gold – Ideal For Your business

Compatible
Freely convertible

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold does not require users to have a bank account or
a line of credit such as a credit card in order to own any of the Aureus
Nummus Gold cryptocurrency — they simply have to convert money, other
cryptocurrencies or precious metals into or out of the Aureus Nummus
Gold to use it.

ü

You may pay for the Aureus Nummus Gold by cash, wire transfer, credit card,
cryptocurrencies and precious metals.

ü

Your Aureus Nummus Gold coins may be bought back, at a discount by
cash, wire transfer, credit card, cryptocurrencies and precious metals.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold is freely exchangeable into Gold, Bitcoin, Swiss
Francs, Euros, United States Dollars, Canadian Dollars, Australian Dollars,
Japanese Yen, and many other cryptocurrencies. It is usable for exchanging
different cryptocurrencies for increased interoperability.

ü

The Aureus Nummus Gold is built for everyday enterprise, consumer and retail
use, and is a fast, cost-efficient cryptocurrency for domestic and cross-border
payments, settlements and savings.

Easy Sell & Buy
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Next Development Phase
01

02

03

The Aureus Nummus Gold in the next development
phase will be suitable for M2M (machine-tomachine) transactions. It will render an ecosystem
built on the blockchain technology to provide
lightweight, secure, efficient, feeless microtransactions in real-time.
The Aureus Nummus Gold also has been
engineered for the Internet of Things (IoT), as
scalable ecosystem that aims to improve the
mechanics of the IoT and business transactions.
Within the IoT environment the Aureus Nummus
Gold in the next development phase will enable
the tracking of and the assignment of
discretionary value to any imaginable object.
In the next development phase we would like to
accomplish the global use of the Aureus Nummu
as global payment and savings instrument.
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Compliance
The Aureus Nummus Gold does not
grant any interest or share in any
company or asset,

01

The Aureus Nummus Gold is not a
security as defined by applicable
SEC rules.

02
04
The Aureus Nummus Gold may be
bought back by us at a discount.

03
The ANG's minimum value is NOT dependent on
the success of any business plan or company.

Contact

Contact:
jtf@an.gold
Or through the contact form on www.an.gold

Contact
Us

Legal Disclaimer and Information
The “Terms and Conditions” as well as the “Privacy Policy” in their current version as published on
www.an.gold are the legal basis for your use and consummation of this presentation (the
“Presentation”). Except for the statements of historical fact contained herein, the information
presented constitutes "forward-looking statements", within the meaning of the U.S. Securities Act
of 1933, the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995 and applicable other US and foreign securities legislation. Forward-looking statements
include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to the future price of gold, the estimation of
currency prices, the timing and amount of estimated future global economic production. Forwardlooking statements can generally be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as
“may”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “strive”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “continue”, “plans”, or
similar terminology. Forward-looking statements are made based upon certain assumptions and
other important factors that, if untrue, could cause the actual results, performances or
achievements of the Aureus Nummus Gold to be materially different from future results,
performances or achievements expressed or implied by such statements. Such statements and
information are based on numerous assumptions regarding present and future business strategies
and the environment in which the Aureus Nummus Gold will operate in the future, including the
price of gold and anticipated costs. Certain important factors that could cause actual results,
performances or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements
include, amongst others, gold price volatility, discrepancies between actual and estimated
production, mineral reserves and resources and metallurgical recoveries, mining operational and
development risks relating to the parties which manage the Aureus Nummus Gold, regulatory
restrictions, activities by governmental authorities (including but not limited to changes in taxation),
currency fluctuations, the global economic climate, dilution, stock market volatility and competition.
Forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
important factors that may cause the actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements
of the Aureus Nummus Gold to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such

forward-looking statements, including but not limited to: the impact of general business and
economic conditions, the absence of control over resource operations from which the Aureus
Nummus Gold management will purchase gold and other commodities and risks related to those
operations, including risks related to international operations, government and environmental
regulation, actual results of current exploration activities, conclusions of economic evaluations and
changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined, risks in the marketability of
minerals, fluctuations in the price of gold, fluctuation in foreign exchange rates and interest rates,
stock market volatility, as well as many other potential risk factors that are unknown at this time.
Although the Aureus Nummus Gold management has attempted to identify important factors that
could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking statements,
there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended.
There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and
future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly,
readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Images in this document,
the company presentation may or may not be from or refer to the Aureus Nummus Gold. The
Aureus Nummus Gold management does not undertake to update any forward looking statements
that are contained or incorporated by reference, except in accordance with applicable (securities)
laws. Images and videos in this Presentation and in other information material, may be symbolic
and may not necessarily refer to the Aureus Nummus Gold. This Presentation may contain
unintentional errors or typos, which the Aureus Nummus Gold management will undertake to
correct as soon as it has been made aware. The Aureus Nummus Gold management does not
accept any responsibility for unintentional errors or typos. The Aureus Nummus Gold management
may change the Terms and Conditions anytime in order to respond to change market
circumstances and needs. The only entities authorized to distribute the Aureus Nummus Gold is
Simplexx Ltd and Aureus Nummus Gold Corporation.
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